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I) Introduction

In order to make measurements of the gluon spin or helicity distribution in

the proton or the gluon spin average distribution in nuclei, both a barrel (-1 < T\ < +

1, TI = - £n tan 8/2 = pseudorapidity) and an endcap (1 < 17] I < 2) electromagnetic

calorimeter must be added to the STAR baseline detector. Some of the physics

arguments supporting these statements are given in Refs. [1,2]. Information on the

gluon will be obtained in inclusive direct-y + jet and jet + jet production. In order to

be sensitive to the proper gluon kinematic regions, either the direct-Y or the jet (or

at least one jet in inclusive jet + jet production) must be in the endcap electromag-

netic calorimeter (EMC). However, the endcap EMC is not large enough to com-

pletely contain the jets, so that the barrel EMC is also needed.
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This note describes a conceptual design for the STAR endcap EMC. Con-

straints are imposed by the space available between the end of the time projection

chamber (TPC) and the inside of the magnet pole tip iron. Severe constraints also

occur near I TJ I = 1, where the barrel and endcap EMC's meet. Cables from detectors

inside the EMC, including those from the TPC, will exit from STAR near I rj I = 1.

The constraints in this region have not yet been seriously studied since no decision

on the detailed routing of these cables was available at the time this work was being

done. This report includes details of the conceptual design, analytical and finite

element calculations of stresses in various structural members for the endcap EMC,

and a preliminary cost estimate.

II) Constraints on the Endcap Electromagnetic Calorimeter

Design

Figure 1 shows a cross sectional view through one quarter of the STAR detec-

tor. The detector is cylindrical with the proton beams on the cylinder axis, and is

symmetric left and right of the nominal beam interaction point. The space available

for the endcap EMC ranges from Z = 2712 to 3087 mm, with Z along the beam direc-

tion, and 8 = 15.4° to 38.3° from the beamline. The STAR integration group draw-

ings show a 13 mm space between Z = 3087 and the face of the magnet pole tip at Z

= 3100 mm. The magnet pole tip iron would be retractable from the detector for

servicing detector components inside the barrel, and the endcap EMC would be

mounted to it.

A sampling calorimeter constructed of alternating layers of lead and plastic

scintilla tor, similar to the barrel EMC design [3], was chosen for the STAR endcap

EMC. As noted in Ref. [1], sampling calorimeters are a compromise between energy

resolution and cost. Light from the calorimeter scintillators must be transmitted to

photomultipliers or other "photon transducers". Photomultipliers are presently
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assumed due to their relatively low cost and extensive experience in their use.

These photomultipli°'-s must be mounted outside the main STAR magnetic field for

proper operation, with plastic optical fibers of 1 mm diameter connecting the pho-

tomultipliers with the scintillators. These fibers offer flexibility in routing and

require relatively small "dead regions" in the calorimeter.

In order to match the barrel EMC design, lead absorber plates of 5 mm thick-

ness and 4 mm thick scintillator tiles are planned. The total absorber thickness is

chosen to be 25 radiation lengths in order to contain essentially all of the electro-

magnetic shower energy. This is somewhat thicker than in the barrel EMC because

the particles and showers detected in the endcap region are generally of higher

energy.

Gaps separating adjacent scintillator tiles in the plane of the tiles are gener-

ally undesirable and should be minimized. Particles traveling in these gaps do not

give signals in the scintillators, which can lead to a degradation in the energy reso-

lution. This problem is expected to be especially serious near r\ = 1, the boundary

between the endcap and barrel EMC's. This boundary region will contain many

cables, as well as the TPC supports, cooling lines for electronics, etc.

Ill) Conceptual Design

The <)> segmentation of the endcap calorimeter was chosen to match the barrel

EMC, namely A0 = 6° or 60 <[> "towers". This segmentation is an integral multiple (5)

of the number of TPC sectors. The segmentation in 8 corresponds to Ar| = 0.05 near

r| = 1, again matching the barrel EMC, but increases to AT; = 0.1 near TJ = 1.4. This

increase avoids scintillation tiles with dimensions less than 80 mm in the TJ or 0

direction. A scale drawing showing the planned 9 and <J> segmentation is given in

Fig. 2. The coarser r\ segmentation for T\ > 1.4 also reduces the number of photo-

multipliers, fibers, and associated readout electronics.
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Each of the scintillator tiles shown in Fig. 2 are part of a "tower" of alternat-

ing lead and scintillator layers, with boundaries that project to the nominal beam

interaction point. This is shown in Fig. 3 for a section of the endcap EMC. A total

of 25 layers of lead and 26 scintillator tiles are present in each tower. A 25 mm gap

is present for a finely segmented strip detector (shower maximum detector) near the

depth corresponding to the maximum number of particles in electromagnetic show-

ers. The total weight of the lead per endcap EMC is approximately 47,000 lb. =

23.5T.

An early design for the endcap EMC consisted of A<() = 6° modules as shown in

Fig. 4. The lead plates would be held in place by the module sides and the inner

and outer radial ends or supports. Tabs in the sides would support the lead sheets

when the modules were horizontal, and would maintain approximately constant

separation of the lead sheets when the modules were vertical and mounted on the

magnet pole tip. In this design there is essentially no pressure on the scintillator

tiles or the optical fibers. An aluminum front plate, closer to the beam interaction

point, and stainless steel back plate provide structural strength to the modules.

The A(j) = 6° module design was abandoned because of the relatively large

gaps between adjacent scintillator tiles in <{>, caused by the module side plates.

Various other options were considered before converging to a design with two sec-

tions of <4<J> = 180° per endcap. These sections could be mounted in the experimental

hall to the magnet pole tips without removing the accelerator beam pipe; the weight

of each section is expected to be well within the crane capacity of 20T. A drawing of

one 180° section is given in Fig. 5, and a cross sectional view with dimensions is

shown in Fig. 6.

Preliminary structural analyses suggested the need for additional lead sup-

ports besides the inner and outer radial ends or supports and the two sides sepa-

rated by 180°. The present conceptual design has additional radial lead supports
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every A0 = 30° in the shadow of the TPC sector boundaries (see Fig. 5). These sector

boundaries correspond to gaps in the array of detectors on the ends of the TPC, and

are thus regions of lower efficiency for detection of charged particles. The radial

lead supports and the sides contain tabs to support the lead, as in the A<j> = 6° mod-

ules; see Fig. 7.

Between each of the radial lead supports are five rows of towers. The lead

sheets receive additional support in these regions from extruded aluminum "Z-

brackets" as shown in Fig. 8. The height of the Z-brackets is 6 mm, while of the

scintillator and fiber is < 5.5 mm. The I-beam spacers considered for use in the bar-

rel EMC could not be used because of limitations in the space available and the

need for 25 radiation lengths of lead. The fibers are embedded in the scintillator

tile, and then routed on the surface of adjacent tiles as shown in Fig. 8.

The endcap sections are reinforced on the back with stainless steel channel,

and mounted to the magnet pole tip with locating pins and mounting bolts; see Fig.

9. The support blocks receiving the pins and bolts will be bolted to the magnet pole

tip. This will avoid possible distortions to the magnetic field caused by welding. An

alternate scheme has a solid thick back plate with regions machined out for the

locating pins, mounting bolts, and support blocks.

A sketch of one endcap section during assembly is given in Fig. 10. Optical

fibers are routed as shown, and exit between the inner and outer end supports. The

total number of optical fibers per endcap for the towers is (60 in $) • (12 in T|) • (26

scint/tower) • (2 fibers/scint) = 37440. The 26 optical fibers from each side of a sin-

gle tower will be bundled together inside flexible tubing for further routing and pro-

tection. If commercial shrink tubing is used, then the outside diameter will be 0.30"

= 7.7 mm per bundle of 26 fibers. The total cross sectional area of the bundles from

the towers will be = 8.3 cm2 on the outside and = 5.92 cm2 on the inside for each A§

= 6° row of towers.
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In addition, the shower maximum detector will contribute about 7500 fibers

per endcap. This assumes 7 mm wide scintillator strips oriented at 45° to the center

line of each A<|> = 30° section, as shown in Fig. l la . Two sets of strips, perpendicular

to each other, are assumed with one fiber mounted in a groove in each scintillator

strip. Approximately half of the strips will be split to keep the scintillator length

less than 60 cm, in order to avoid light attenuation problems. An alternate version

of the shower maximum detector is shown in Fig. l ib . The fibers would be replaced

with twisted-pair wires for this alternate version.

The total number of fibers per endcap will be 37440 + 7500 ~ 45,000.

Assuming the fibers from the outer seven towers are routed to the outer radius of

the endcap, and the inner five towers to the inner radius, then the total area

required for fibers will be 600 and 430 cm2, respectively, ignoring space for bends in

the fibers. The estimated uncertainty on these areas per endcap is + 20%.

IV) Analytical Calculations

A number of analytical calculations were performed to estimate the required

thicknesses of various structural elements in the endcap EMC. Some of these were

made for the 6° modules, but apply also to the 180° assemblies. Others are

restricted to one or the other design. These are described in the following para-

graphs.

A) 6° Module Side Parts

Each 6° module was estimated to weigh approximately 900 lb., including the

lead, scintillator, and structural plates of stainless steel and aluminum. As noted

before, the side plate thickness should be minimized in order to reduce the gaps

between adjacent scintillators in the <}> direction. It was assumed that the side

plates were fixed to rigid front and back plates with a span of 12.5" = 31.8 cm, but

were free at the inner and outer radius of the endcap to allow fibers to exit from the
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modules. The calculations indicated that 0.080" = 2.0 mm type 304 stainless steel

side plates would be required. These would have a maximum deflection of 0.060" =

1.5 mm and maximum stress of 15,300 psi when the modules would be located at

the 3 and 9 o'clock positions in the endcap. This stress is within the limits given by

ASME boiler and pressure vessel codes [4] of 18,700 psi.

B) Inner Radial Supports

These supports are assumed to be narrower than the 6° module width in

order to allow fibers to exit at the endcap EMC inner radius. They are of the same

design for both the 6° modules and 180° assemblies, and are at an angle ~ 15.4° rel-

ative to the beam. The maximum stress is expected to occur for the topmost inner

radial support, or for the 6° module at the 12 o'clock position. In this case the full

weight of the 6° module is applied to the inner radial support. For the stress calcu-

lation, the inner radial support was assumed to be fixed to rigid front and back

plates with a separation distance 13" = 33.0 cm, but free at the sides. The load of

900 lb. was assumed to be carried normal to the inner radial support (considered to

be a beam). This is conservative since the support is 15.4° to the horizontal. In

reality, 96% (cos 15.4°) of the load is normal to the beam, with the remainder gener-

ating tension parallel with the beam. The computed stress was 17,300 psi for a

0.375" = 9.5 mm thick support. This stress is near the maximum allowable for type

304 stainless steel. The corresponding maximum deflection in the steel was esti-

mated to be 0.016" = 0.4 mm.

C) Outer Radial Supports

Similar assumptions and calculations were performed as for the inner radial

supports. The angle relative to the beam is 38.3° (see Figs. 1 and 4), the span

between the front and back plates is 15.7" = 39.9 cm, and the maximum stress and

deflection is expected to occur for the 6° module at the 6 o'clock position. The load of

900 lb. was assumed to be carried normal to the outer radial support (considered to
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be a beam). This is conservative since the support is 38.3° to the horizontal. In

reality 88% (cos 38.3°) of the load is normal to the beam, with the remainder gener-

ating tension parallel with the beam. A 0.25" = 6.4 mm thick outer radial support

gives a maximum stress near 13,600 psi, which is too high for aluminum. For type

304 stainless steel outer radial supports, the maximum deflection was calculated to

be 0.029" = 0.74 mm.

D) 6° Module Back Plate

The conceptual design for these modules included a trapezoidal shaped back

plate, with two mounting blocks attached to the side away from the lead and scintil-

lator. Alignment pins or screws were assumed to go through the mounting blocks

into other blocks attached to the magnet pole tip. The modules near 3 and 9 o'clock

would have sizable torques about the mounting holes from the weight of the lead,

scintillator, and structural material; estimates of these torques were made. The

maximum stress in the back plate was calculated to be 9100 psi for a 1/2" = 12.7 mm

thick plate assuming the cross sectional area was the minimum value, near the

endcap inner radius. This conservative stress estimate would permit either alu-

minum or stainless steel to be used for the back plate. Stresses in the 1/2" mount-

ing pins or screws were estimated to be less than 6000 psi.

E) 180° Assembly Back Plate

The geometry of the back plate for the 180° assembly was approximated by a

rectangular plate for some analytical calculations. One concern was the stress in

the back plate under gravity loading from the lead and scintillator as the assembly

was being lifted from a horizontal position to a vertical mounting orientation. For

this case, the back plate was uniformly loaded (27,000 lb.) and was simply sup-

ported on two edges and free on the other two sides. The estimated stress was quite

low (< 1000 psi) for a 7/8" = 22.2 mm thick back plate. However, very sizable max-

imum deflections (> 2-3 cm) were computed, even with a type 304 stainless steel
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back plate. As a consequence, reinforcing steel channel welded to the back plate on

the side away from the lead and scintillator was included in the conceptual design.

An alternate design could use a significantly thicker back plate of aluminum. For

example, a 2" = 51 mm thick aluminum plate would reduce the deflection by approx-

imately a factor of four. Furthermore, since these large deflections would occur only

when the assembly is being rotated to the vertical, a specially reinforced support for

the endcap assembly could be designed that would not be permanently attached to

the endcap. This support might reduce the total cost for the endcap EMC.

F) 180° Assembly Ends and Internal Lead Radial Supports

The 180° assembly end plates and the internal lead radial supports serve ap-

proximately the same function as the side plates on the 6° modules. The thickness

required for these plates was estimated similar to the method described in para-

graph A above. The total gravitational load was assumed to correspond to five 6°

modules, or 4500 lb. This load was applied uniformly, although in reality it would

vary linearly with position. The maximum stress and deflection would be expected

for the end plates located at 3 and 9 o'clock for the upper 180° endcap assembly.

The end plate was assumed to be fixed to the front and back plates, and free on the

other two sides. The maximum stress and deflection for 0.165" = 4.3 mm type 304

stainless steel end plates were estimated to be ~ 17,400 psi and 0.036" = 0.9 mm,

respectively. Smaller deflections and stresses would be present for the internal lead

radial supports, leading to the possibility of different thicknesses, depending on the

location within the 180° endcap assembly.

V) Finite Element Calculations

A finite element model of one quarter of the endcap EMC was made to evalu-

ate stresses and deflections in more detail for the case when the calorimeter is

mounted on the magnet pole tip. Plate elements were used to represent all struc-
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tural members. The upper and lower 180° endcap assemblies were studied sepa-

rately by changing the gravitational loading on the model. All structural members

except the front plate were assumed to be type 304 non-magnetic stainless steel.

The thicknesses were initially chosen based on the analytical calculations described

in Section IV. In particular, the inner and outer radial supports were 0.375" = 9.5

mm and 0.25" = 6.4 mm, and the ends and lead radial supports were 0.165" = 4.2

mm. Each of these items were assumed to be rigidly connected to both the back

stainless steel plate of thickness 0.875" = 22.2 mm and to the front aluminum plate

of thickness 0.50" = 12.7 mm, but no connections were assumed between any other

pair of these elements. In particular, the individual inner radial supports were not

connected, in order to allow fibers to exit from the endcap assembly. Also, the radial

lead supports and ends were rigidly connected to both the front and back plates, but

not to the inner and outer radial supports.

Gravitational loads were taken to be uniform across the various supports.

The loads for each 30° section (= 4500 lb.) were split depending on the horizontal

projection of the support areas; see Fig. 12. For example, the top 30° region has

approximately 65% or 29361b. on the radial lead support, and the remaining 35% or

1564 lb. on the inner radial supports. Note that the lead radial supports at the 6

and 12 o'clock positions were constrained to remain in the vertical plane. Also, note

that this loading configuration assumes that the lead sheets do not become

"wedged" between the radial lead supports, so that they do not touch the inner

radial supports. This lead wedging is not a desirable condition in the present

design, where the inner radial supports carry some of the EMC gravitational loads.

Care should be taken during detailed design to ensure this condition does not occur.

Figures 13-17 give the results of the finite element stress calculations for the

bottom, and Figs. 18-22 for the top 180° endcap assembly. The estimated stresses

were less than 15,000 psi everywhere in the bottom 180° assembly, with the largest
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stress occurring at the outer radius of one of the lead radial supports. The maxi-

mum deflection was 0.033" = 0.8 mm at the outer edge of the first radial lead sup-

port down from the horizontal.

For the top 180° assembly, the stresses on the front plate and the inner and

outer radial supports were all estimated to be less than 5000 psi. The largest esti-

mated stresses were for the end plates at the 3 and 9 o'clock positions, where the

gravitational loading from the lead and scintillator would be expected to be the

largest. Different element meshes were used for these end plates in an attempt to

obtain an accurate stress determination. When the end plate height was subdivided

into 4, 6, and 8 layers, the estimated maximum stresses were computed to be

15,000, 18,000, and 20,000 psi, respectively for 0.165" thick ends. The maximum

deflection was approximately independent of the element mesh and was 0.046" = 1.2

mm. For final runs, the two end plates were increased in thickness from 0.165" to

0.187" = 4.75 mm in order to reduce the stresses. With the finest mesh above, the

maximum stress in the thicker ends was 16,000 psi, and the maximum deflection

was 0.035" = 0.9 mm.

Some cross checks of the finite element and the analytical calculations were

performed. The maximum stress and deflection for the top inner radial support (at

the 12 o'clock position) from the finite element model were 4700 psi end 0.004" = 0.1

mm. These can be compared to the estimates in Section IVB after corrections for

the angle of the inner radial support (cos 15.4°) and for the fraction of the load on

the inner radial support (0.35 from Fig. 12), which yield a stress of (17,300 psi) •

(cos 15.4°) • (0.35) = 5800 psi and a deflection of (0.016") (cos 15.4°) (0.35) = 0.005" =

0.14 mm. Similarly, the maximum stress and deflection for the bottom outer radial

support (at the 6 o'clock position) were 8700 psi and 0.016" = 0.4 mm. These values

are to be compared to corrected values of 10,700 psi and 0.023" = 0.58 mm from

Section IV C. When the original element mesh for the outer radial support at the 6
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o'clock position of 2 x 8 plate elements was subdivided to 4 x 16 and 8 x 32 elements,

the computed stress increased to 9800 psi and 10500 psi, respectively. These values

are much closer to the analytical estimate, and these results suggest further work is

needed in the preliminary design to estimate the stresses more accurately. The

basic endcap conceptual design is still expected to be adequate, however.

Additional calculations were performed to test the feasibility of a 2" = 51 mm

thick aluminum back plate instead of the thinner stainless steel back plate. The

stresses are shown in Figs. 23 and 24 and are within acceptable limits [4], and the

maximum calculated deflection was 0.032" and 0.8 mm. These results indicate that

the thick aluminum back plate is a viable option for the endcap EMC design. Note

that the cost and weight for the aluminum would be expected to be less than for the

stainless steel back plate.

VI) Preliminary Cost Estimate

A preliminary cost estimate for the two endcap electromagnetic calorimeters

was performed. The results are summarized in Tables 1 and 2. Comments on each

of the items in Table 2 are given below.

The four large, semicircular stainless steel backplates are welded to the rein-

forcing channel. The materials cost ($50K) was taken from a quote by Ryerson

Steel. Labor costs are assumed to be $100/hour, and hours are detailed in Table 1A.

This cost per hour is high because of the size of the backplates and the specialized

tooling and extra manpower required to machine these large plates.

The four large, semicircular aluminum front plates labor costs are similarly

$100/hour with the number of hours shown in Table IB. The materials cost of

$13.6K was obtained from Argoiine Central Shops.
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The 28 radial lead supports are constructed from 8 gauge stainless steel. The

cost of the materials was obtained from a quote by Ryerson Steel, and the labor is

given in Table 1C. Labor costs are $50/hour.

Labor estimates for the 120 inner and 120 outer radial supports are shown in

Tables ID, E. The cost of the stainless steel ($1.3K, $2.2K) was taken from a quote

by Ryerson Steel, and labor costs of $50/hour are assumed.

The aluminum Z-extrusion costs are $1.6K ($0.13/foot) from Mann Made

Corporation, Wylie, Texas. The labor to trim the extrusions to length is assumed to

be students, with a cost of $5.00/hour (see Table IF).

The waveshifter fiber materials cost was obtained from Bicron Corporation

($0.39/foot) or $263.3K. Two fibers per scintillator were assumed, each 9' long, to go

to the photomultipliers. Student labor is assumed for cutting the fiber to length.

The labor hours are shown in Table 1G. The fiber costs for the shower maximum

detector were taken to be 20% of the cost for the towers, since there are 74880 fibers

for the towers and (7500 fibers) • (2 endcaps) in the shower maximum detector.

The cost of the scintillator material was obtained from a quote by Mitsui

Plastics, Inc. at $580K ($71.75/ft.2). This was increased to $640K to allow for drop-

oft" The labor costs are quite uncertain and depend on the fabrication technique. In

Table 1H, a computer controlled laser cutting technique is assumed, with costs of

$55/hour. The scintillator material costs for the shower maximum detector were

assumed to be 10% of the value for the tower scintillator, since there are two thicker

planes compared to 26 for the towers. The labor was assumed to be proportional to

the number of pieces (7500/18720 per endcap, or ~ 40%).

The cost of the lead sheets ($0.75/lb.) was quoted by Division Lead.

Technician labor at $50.00/hour was assumed for trimming the lead to proper

dimensions and inspecting.
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The assembly sequence, and labor estimates are given in Table U. Student

labor at $5.00/hour is assumed for 67% of all tasks except rigging, the remainder is

taken to be technician effort at $50.00 per hour. A 20% contingency is included

because of the complexity of the assembly process and testing of components. Also,

$10K is added for miscellaneous hardware, such as bolts, etc.

The cost of the tower photomultipliers, bases, high voltage system, front end

electronics including power, and data acquisition electronics was estimated from the

barrel EMC costs as given in the STAR Conceptual Design Report [3]. This cost

amounts to approximately $1K per channel before contingency for each of the 2400

channels in the Conceptual Design Report. For the endcaps, it is assumed that the

tower size of ATJ ~ 0.1 is used and that there is no segmentation of the towers with

depth. Thus, there will be a total of (9 r\ towers) • (60 <(> towers) • (2 endcaps) = 1080

total towers. The estimates for materials, labor, and labor costs were taken directly

from the Conceptual Design Report Work Breakdown Structure.

Costs for the shower maximum electronics per channel were assumed to be

$25, and the total number of channels to be 12,000. This assumes data acquisition

electronics based on the STAR Time Projection Chamber design and multi-anode

photomultipliers.

The time estimates for the assembly of the shower maximum detector were

taken to be proportional to the number of scintillators, or about 40% of the tower

assembly. Two-thirds of all effort was assume ' to be done by students at $5/hour,

and the remaining by technicians at $50/hour, since the shower maximum detector

will be relatively small and light. Also, $4K is added for miscellaneous hardware,

such as bolts, etc., and $15K for aluminum sheet-metal boxes that will enclose the

shower maximum detectors for each of the 30° sections of the endcapja^orimeter.

Table 2 contains a summary of the materials ajid-labbrfor the two endcap

electromagnetic calorimetersr No contingeneyisincluded except for assembly and
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engineering, while costs for shipping are included, though they are not shown

explicitly. Engineering and design were assumed to be 35% of the cost of the endcap

hardware for one 180° endcap section, plus an additional 20% for contingency.

Electrical engineering costs are expected to be quite small, since the same electron-

ics are planned for both the endcap and barrel electromagnetic calorimeters.

VII) Conclusions

A conceptual design for the STAR endcap electromagnetic calorimeter has

been presented. The structural elements include a reinforced nonmagnetic stainless

steel or thick aluminum back plate, an aluminum front plate, inner and outer

stainless steel radial supports, and stainless steel radial lead supports and ends

spaced 30° in 0. Lead sheets would be separated by extruded aluminum Z-spacers.

Scintillator plates with wave-shifter fiber readout would be located between the lead

sheets. A shower maximum detector of scintillator strips is also included to assist

in identifying direct-y events.

Analytical and finite element analysis of the design are also presented to pro-

vide estimates of material thicknesses, deflections, and stresses. The conceptual

design has each endcap constructed of two 180° sections, weighing approximately 15

tons per 180° section. Estimated stresses are within acceptable limits for all struc-

tural elements.

A preliminary cost estimate for two complete endcap calorimeters is given in

Table 2. The detailed assumptions entering into the costs are documented in

Section VI and Table 1. Electronics costs for the towers are taken from the STAR

CDR (Ref. 3), while costs for the shower maximum detector electronics are based on

multi-anode photomultipliers and STAR TPC electronics. No contingency is

included except for assembly and engineering.
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Table 1
Details of Labor for Endcap EMC Cost Estimate

The number of pieces and total effort shown are for two complete endcap
calorimeters, or for four 180° endcap sections.

Hours
Back Plates (4 pieces)

Planning
Stress relieve
Channel sizing
Welding h '
Rough machining (flat) >
Final machining *v
Machine inner and outer steps and slots
Machine 2400 holes
Second stress relieve ^ *>*~-;

Inspection
Handling (due to size)
Miscellaneous

TOTAL

40
40
80
40

200
200
500
800

40
80
80

100

2200 hours

B) Front Plates (4 pieces)

Planning 40
Rough machining (flat) 180
Final machining 200
Machine inner and outer steps and slots 300
Machine 2400 holes 300
Inspection 80
Handling (due to size) 100
Miscellaneous 100

TOTAL 1300 hours

C) Radial Lead Supports (28 pieces)

Planning 24
Trim to size 120
Punch 4200 slots 140
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Table 1 (continued)

Fabricate tabs
Install tabs
Inspection
Miscellaneous

TOTAL

D) Inner Radius Supports (120 pieces)

Planning
Cut Stock
Form
Machine and countersink 720 holes
Tap 720 holes
Debur
Inspection

TOTAL

Hours

40
140
40

550 hours

24
20
40
90

180
40

_ s o .
424 hours

E) Outer Radius Supports (120 pieces)

Planning
Cut Stock

Machine and countersink 960 holes
Tap 960 holes
Debur
Inspection

TOTAL

8
30
40

120
240

60

528 hours

F) Aluminum "Z" Extrusions (2400 pieces)

Trim 2400 pieces to length 80

G) Waveshifter Fiber (74880 pieces)

Planning
Cut to length

TOTAL

80
750

830 hours
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Table 1 (continued)
Hours

H) Scintillator (37440 pieces)

Planning 300

Machine to size 3744

TOTAL 4044 hours

I) Lead Plates (600 pieces)
Inspection and trim 600

J) Assembly (2/3 of all labor assumed to be students except as noted)

Support and level back plates riggers ($50/hour) 120
Bolt inner radius supports to back plate 40
Bolt inner radial lead support to back plate 8
Assemble 37440 fiber/tile assemblies,

splice fibers, fix to scintillator, wrap with
mylar, label, test, install on back plate,
bundle fibers, put fibers in plastic tubing,
prepare for gluing to photomultiplier 56160

Planning, coordinating, stock movement, recording 4000
Install 600 lead pieces and 2400 Z extrusions 2400
Miscellaneous 1000
Bolt outer radial support to back plate 50
Inspection 1000
Bolt on front plates 100
Rigging ($50/hour) 100
Contingency (20%) 13200

TOTAL 78178 hours

K) Shower Maximum Detector Assembly (student labor)

Assemble 15000 fiber/tile assemblies, splice fibers,
fix to scintillator, wrap with mylar, label,
test, install in shower max boxes 22500

Planning, coordinating, stock movement, recording 1600
Miscellaneous 400
Inspection 400
Contingency (20%) 4660

TOTAL 27960 hours
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Table 2

Preliminary STAR Endcap Electromagnetic Calorimeter
Cost Estimate (1993 Dollars)

All labor and costs are for the two complete endcap electromagnetic calorime-
ters, or for four 180° endcap sections. Contingency of 20% is included for engineer-
ing and assembly.

Item

Engineering and Design

Back plates

Front plates

Radial lead supports

Inner radius supports

Outer radius supports

Aluminum Z extrusions

Fibers

Scintillators

Lead

Assembly**

Calibration

Tower Electronics (PMT, HV, FEE)

Shower maximum scintillator

Shower maximum fiber

Shower maximum electronics

Shower maximum assembly**

Material

«

$50K

$14K

$3K

$2K

$2K

$1K

$263K

$640K

$68K

$10K

$192K

$915K

$60K

$53K

—

$19K

Labor
Hours Cost

10000

2200

1300

550

424

528

80

830

4044*

600

78178

2220

2232

1620*

166

—

27960

$600K

$220K

$130K

$27K

$21K

$27K

$1K

$4K

$223K*

$30K

$1567K

$111K

$112K

$89K*

$1K

$300K

$559K

Total

$600K

$270K

$144K

$30K

$23K

$29K

$2K

$267K

$863K*

$98K

$1577K

$303K

$1027K

$149K*

$54K

$300K

$578K

Total $2292K 132932 $4022K $6314K

**

The labor estimate for the scintillator is questionable and dependent on the
fabrication technique.
67% of the assembly labor is assumed to use students.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1 Cross sectional view through one quarter of the STAR detector. The
space available for the endcap electromagnetic calorimeter is shown.

Figure 2 Schematic view of the endcap electromagnetic calorimeter tower seg-
mentation in r\ and <)). The locations of the radial lead supports are
indicated by the heavy lines.

Figure 3 Schematic view of the endcap electromagnetic calorimeter near the
outer radius. There are 26 layers of scintillator and 25 layers of lead.
The large gap is for the shower maximum detector.

Figure 4 Sketch of a A0 = 6° module showing a possible design for the endcap
electromagnetic calorimeter.

Figure 5 Schematic drawing of a A<|> = 180° section of an endcap electromagnetic
calorimeter, showing inner and outer radial supports, and radial lead
support locations. Each 180° module would weigh close to 15T.

Figure 6 Schematic cross sectional view (not to scale) through the endcap elec-
tromagnetic calorimeter, giving thicknesses and materials of various
structural elements. A possible method to fasten the inner and outer
radius supports to the front and back plates with screws is shown.

Figure 7 Schematic drawing of a radial lead support showing tabs to hold the
lead sheets pressed into the perforated stainless steel sheet.

Figure 8 Cross sectional views through the endcap electromagnetic calorimeter
(not to scale), a) View of a region between radial lead supports, show-
ing the placement of scintillators, lead sheets, Z-brackets, the front and
back plates, and the space for the shower maximum detector,
b) Expanded view showing dimensions and the location of plastic opti-
cal fibers.
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Figure 9 Schematic view of the back of a 180° endcap electromagnetic calorime-
ter section, showing reinforcing with stainless steel channel and a pos-
sible means to mount to the magnet pole tip iron.

Figure 10 Schematic drawing of an endcap section during assembly, showing
scintillator tiles, fiber routing, radial lead supports, and the back plate.

Figure 11 (a) Schematic view of scintillators in a shower maximum detector for
a 30° section between radial lead supports.

(b) Schematic view of a wire/strip version of a shower maximum
detector.

Figure 12 Schematic diagram showing method to estimate loads in the finite
element model of the upper 180° endcap section. For the 30° region at
the top, the projections Ll and L2 are approximately 29.6" and 15.8",
respectively. The 4500 lb. gravitational load is split so (29.6")/(29.6" +
15.8") = 65% is on the radial lead support, and 35% is on the inner
radial supports for this 30° region.

Figure 13 Estimated stresses in the back plate for the bottom 180° endcap section
from a finite element calculation. The plate is assumed to be 7/8" =
22.2 mm thick stainless steel. The two higher stress regions corre-
spond to supports to the magnet pole tip.

Figure 14 Estimated stresses in the front plate for the bottom 180° endcap sec-
tion from a finite element calculation. The plate is assumed to be 0.5"
= 12.7 mm thick aluminum.

Figure 15 Estimated stresses in the inner radial supports (9.5 mm thick stainless
steel) for the bottom 180° endcap section from a finite element
calculation.

Figure 16 Estimated stresses in the outer radial supports (6.4 mm thick stainless
steel) for the bottom 180° endcap section from a finite element calcula-
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Figure 17

tion. The highest stress corresponds to the 6 o'clock position, where
the supports are required to remain in the vertical plane.

Estimated stresses in the radial lead supports and ends (4.2 mm
stainless steel) for the bottom 180° endcap section from a finite element
calculation.

Figure 18 Estimated stresses in the back plate for the top 180° endcap section
from a finite element calculation.

Figure 19 Estimated stresses in the front plate for the top 180° endcap section
from a finite element calculation.

Figure 20 Estimated stresses in the inner radial supports (9.5 mm thick stainless
steel) for the top 180° endcap section from a finite element calculation.
The highest stress corresponds to the 12 o'clock position, and the sup-
port there is constrained to remain in the vertical plane.

Figure 21 Estimated stresses in the outer radial supports (6.4 mm thick stainless
steel) for the top 180° endcap section from a finite element calculation.

Figure 22 Estimated stresses in the radial lead supports (4.2 mm stainless steel)
and ends (4.8 mm stainless steel) for the top 180° endcap section from
a finite element calculation. The ends had to be increased in thickness
to reduce the stresses; see the text.

Figure 23 Estimated stresses in the 51 mm thick aluminum back plate for the
bottom 180° endcap section from a finite element calculation.

Figure 24 Estimated stresses in the 51 mm thick aluminum back plate for the top
180° endcap section from a finite element calculation.
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LOAD APPLICATION CALCULATIONS FOR THE ENDCAP CALORIMETER

The Lead load is applied as an added density to the density of the RADIAL LEAD SUPPORT material.
The remaining lead load is applied as an addition to the density of the INNER RADIAL SUPPORT.
The split of the 4500 pound lead weight between the RADIAL LEAD SUPPORT and the INNER RADIAL
SUPPORT is made based on the ratio of the projections of the RADIAL LEAD SUPPORT and the INNER
RADIAL SUPPORT on a horizontal line as shown below.

•RADIAL LEAD SUPPORT

INNER RADIAL SUPPORT

LI = Projection of Mean Length of the RADIAL LEAD SUPPORT on a Horizontal Axis

L2 = Projection of Mean Length of the INNER RADIAL SUPPORT on a Horizontal Axis

Wl = (L1«4500#)/(L1+L2) = 2936#

W2 = 4500# - Wl = 4500# - 2936# = 1564#

Wl = Weight of the lead applied to the
RADIAL LEAD SUPPORT

W2 = Weight of the lead applied to the
INNER RADIAL SUPPORT

ADDED DENSITY 1 = Wl/Volume of Radial Lead Support = 2936#/124.542 cu. in. = 23.57 lb/cu. in.

ADDED DENSITY 2 = W2/Volume of Inner Radial Support = 15640/81 96 cu. in. = 19.1 lb/cu. in

Figure 12
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